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From the mid 1850s and into the interwar period a little-known group of citizen-sociologists attempted 
to break up the British Empire and establish a proto- garden-city-state network. These actors were the 
followers of the French Positivist philosopher Auguste Comte and his British acolyte Richard Congreve. 
Comte introduced the modern science of sociology, the Religion of Humanity, and the utopia called 
the Occidental Republic. After setting out the socio-spatial character of this utopia, this study will argue 
that from the 1850s the former Oxford don and ex-Anglican minister Richard Congreve advocated 
Comte’s principles as British international and national policy. I will contend that Congreve’s affiliates 
formed an organised resistance to imperialism, exploitation, poverty, and despondency. They created 
urban interventions or Positivist institutes, led ad hoc sociological surveys, and published programmes 
for realising regional republics. This essay contributes to our understanding of how Positivist sociology 
was a eutopian spatial design practice rooted in creating a comprehensive and participatory moral, 
cultural and intellectual network for the life virtuous. If we require some alternative to religious 
fanaticism, political lethargy, provincialism, fake news and right-wing reaction, the praxis explored 
herein might serve as a precedent for ethical, political and collectivist spatial agency.  
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Introduction  
By the early twentieth century, Britain had forged a congeries of colonial outposts comprising 57 million people 
within a territory of 95 million square kilometres. It was hailed as the “empire on which the sun never sets.” 
Historians of political thought have suggested that there were few if any critics of the British Empire until the end 
of the nineteenth century.1 Yet from the mid 1850s a little-known group of citizen-sociologists emerged as a 
cogent polemical force against aggression abroad. These actors, I argue, sought to break up the British Empire 
and, in turn, establish idyllic real regions or eutopias. They were the followers of the French philosopher Auguste 
Comte, the Positivist thinker who introduced the modern science of sociology and the republican2 Religion of 
Humanity. Together this science and religion served as the basis for a utopia called the Occidental Republic, 
which, I contend, was akin to the establishment of a global network of garden city-states. After setting out the 
socio-spatial character and qualities of the sovereign republics nested within this utopia, it will be shown that from 
the 1850s Comte’s British followers, who were led by the Oxford don and ex-Anglican minister Richard Congreve, 
implemented a sociological practice for reconstructing international, national and regional affairs.  
Using an intellectual history method, this essay will argue that through to the interwar period Congreve’s followers 
— Frederic Harrison, Charles Booth, Patrick Geddes, and Victor Branford — made a cogent attempt to realise 
Comte’s vision. Much to the consternation of the church, state, and landed aristocracy they polemicised against 
imperialism, industrial exploitation, poverty, and despondency. They built on Comte and Congreve’s historical-
geographical surveys by leading industrial, social, civic, and rustic types of surveys to evaluate the nature of social 
life. They organised urban interventions (Positivist schools, lecture halls, churches, and civic societies) as 
educational nodes and community-action centres, where they fleshed out programmes and manifestos offering 
systematic consul for transforming chaotic conurbations into independent, eutopian communities. For these 
Positivists, planning was not a bureaucratic, materialist practice of setting out plots, roads, trees, and pavements. 
It was a human-centred and process-focused practice seeking to create a comprehensive political, cultural, and 
intellectual network for the life virtuous.  
Recent studies by Scott and Bromley, Young and Clavel, Bowie, Egbert, and others have covered the radical and 
socialist tradition of British sociology and planning but, barring accounts of Geddes and Branford, organised 
Positivism has remained neglected.3 Notwithstanding the system of thought captured the imagination of well-
regarded social reformers, physicians, scientists, philosophers, literary savants, and trade unionists. 4  The 
emergence of the modern metropolis was the result of the coordinated contributions of such actors. The urbanist 
Edward Soja has argued that Comte’s long-forgotten utopian “manifesto” spurred this activity. It forecast how the 
cooperation of various practitioners led to the realisation of a vast number of metropolises, which were “elaborated, 
diffused and reinvented all over the world” during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.5 The basic template 
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here, arguably, was the garden city as a self-sufficient unit.6  The Positivists were central to preparing and 
furthering this discourse for the small planned state through their political polemics, sociological surveys and 
programmes for eutopian social reorganisation.  
International policy for republics or city-states 
In their age of revolution, empire and capital the Positivists believed that modern civilisation was on the cusp of 
radical change. Modern humanism opens with the founding father of social democracy and Positivism, Henri de 
Saint-Simon (1760–1825). He envisioned several transnational urban infrastructural projects and the emergence 
of a “meritocratic, managerial, free-market society.” 7  While he was the secretary to Saint-Simon, Comte 
developed historical sociological surveys of western society which pointed to the rise of this “positive era.” They 
traced the withering-away of monotheistic and monarchic powers since the medieval period; science and industry, 
they proclaimed, were the new “spiritual and temporal” power structures of modernity. A “Newtonian elite” of 
scientists could assume the role of the “papal and theological” power. What was needed, however, was a “positive 
doctrine” based on a hierarchical classification of the human and natural “sciences of observation.”8 With such a 
doctrine, this scientific elite could coordinate the activities of moral, social and political affairs. What was missing 
was the positive science of society, which Saint-Simon outlined under the rubric “social physiology.” Along this 
vein, in the wake of the July Revolution, Comte introduced in his famous Cours de Philosophe Positive (1830–6) 
the “master-science” of sociology.9 Sociology, alongside morality, would constitute the two premier disciplines 
within his classification of the sciences.10 By the 1848 Revolution, Comte had established the Positivist Society 
and the Religion of Humanity. Positivist sociologists, Comte declared, could spur a “moral revolution” to answer 
the “question of modern times,” the “incorporation of Woman and the Proletariate [sic] into Modern Culture.”11  
Comte’s magnum opus, the System of Positive Polity (1851–1854), detailed a utopia-planning manifesto called 
the Occidental Republic. It included a new calendar, cultural festivals, regional currencies, banking system, ethical 
codes, and a flag system, which the British Positivists would emulate. This utopia would come to fruition 
beginning with an international peace pact in which all nations agree to return their colonial exploits. Each nation 
would install a dictatorship of the proletariat, which would be counselled by the Positivist Society; the society 
would serve as the critical-regional spatial agency for the Positive Era by creating a network of Positivist halls in 
town and country. Such urban interventions would coordinate the organisation of public life in the modern city-
region. As the hub of the local community and catalyst for structured social change, each intervention was to act 
as a centre for regional sociology, institute of humanist scholarship, and republican hall of social activism. Part 
of the activities here would include social investigations for regional place-making, in which the people determine 
the look, feel and function of the built environment.12 These community-centres would thus offer a gamut of 
educational and cultural activities to establish in each region the Positivist mentality. The national dictatorship, 
meanwhile, would dissolve after the emergence of a new generation of “moral capitalists”; from this generation, 
newly-formed regional city-states would form and elect their commerce, manufacturing, and agriculture chiefs. 
Only the “spiritual” Positivist societies would link together the separate republics as an Occidental Republic.   
Comte wildly believed that the Occidental Republic would comprise, within a century’s time, five-hundred 
modern, peaceful, greenbelt city-communities. Each republic would have the character of a small salubrious 
region with a clear distinction but tight interrelationships between the urban and the rural. With a land area 
comparable to Belgium, each republic would contain around two million people.13 For the Positivists, the utopian 
“spirit of devotion to the public welfare” could only be kindled in republics of such a limited spatial scale. It 
would facilitate a particular type of private and public life with places that, in the Aristotelian sense, enable all to 
live the good life.14  To encourage participatory forms of spatial production, Comte suggested that different 
architectural types signalled social power for ruling in turn. Here, two “spiritual types” called “Intellectuals” (i.e. 
sociologists, physicians, philosophers) and “Emotionals” (artists, teachers, mothers) would hold social power 
within universities, schools, hospitals, salons, and homes.15 Two “temporal types” called “Chiefs” (bankers, 
barristers, industrialists) and “People” (unionised masons, crafters, factoryworkers) would maintain obligations 
to business and politics in spaces such as banks, factories, fields, workshops, and union halls. All citizens as such 
would hold functionally differentiated roles in the cooperative process of producing the urban social fabric of the 
republic, as a form of “positivist republicanism.”16 (Comte also maintained that together the community would 
decide the unique look and feel of the city, where Positivist institutions would stand at the centre of civic life.)  
The key protagonist who presented Positivism in this light was the Aristotelian scholar, Richard Congreve (1818–
99). He established organised Positivism in Britain and was the first to promote Comte’s utopia as a critique of 
British foreign policy. Without his efforts, organised British Positivism would not existed and would not have 
treated Comte’s ideas as “spatial formulae” for a “realisable eutopia.”17 It was on seeing Comte’s Catechism of 
Positive Religion (1852) that Congreve, then an Oxford don and Anglican minister, decided to abandon 
“everything, for the sake of the truth.”18 He produced sociological surveys rooted in historical-geographical 
analyses that tested Comte’s sociological laws about the rise and fall of empires and the “spiritual powers” of 
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Europe. (He promoted the use of a “map without names” to diagnose and treat international relations, and he 
baulked at the study of “English History from a purely national point of view.”19) Like Saint-Simon and Comte, 
Congreve’s early works praised the “admirable utopias” of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, namely Henry 
IV’s plan for a Christian republic and the Abbé de Saint-Pierre’s Project for Perpetual Peace.20 Henry IV’s plan, 
he noted, captured the sympathy of Elizabeth, the queen of England. It aimed at “ordering the states of Europe in 
one great federal system, the Republic of the West [Occidental Republic], a modification of the policy of 
Charlemagne.”21 Congreve proceeded to suggest that France and England, then allied in the Crimean War, should 
act as the “spiritual” leaders of Europe. Like Comte, he demanded they return their colonial exploits, refrain from 
conflict and urbicide, and devolve their nation-states into sets of regional city-states.22 Congreve clarified that 
sociology was to serve as the “guide or type for the re-organisation of society”; it was an applied ethical science 
for urban-social planning.23 Sociology, as such, was of “direct political interest” to Victorian life, for the re-
organisation of empires into “complete” regions.24 
Congreve established the British Positivist Society in London in 1859, just two years after he gained instant infamy 
by publishing a succession of polemics against British affairs in Gibraltar and India. By establishing Chapel Street 
hall, he was following Comte’s vision for creating idyllic communities via urban intervention. From here he went 
on to defend the Paris commune, the Boers, the Afghans, the Jamaicans, and the Ugandans against foreign 
aggression. As Britain continued to annex various territories, he published a programme called “Systematic 
Policy.”25 Based on his historical-geographical surveys, the programme proposed a guardianship of nations to 
facilitate pan-European devolution.26 Positivist societies, which sprouted up across Britain, would also lead 
surveys for town and country improvements towards home rule. They would offer free secular education, civic 
rites of passage following the Religion of Humanity, art lessons, concerts, and festivals. Congreve’s Policy sought 
to moderate the powerful individualistic forces driving imperialism while establishing a collective sense of 
regional identity.27 One of his primary agendas here was to unite trade unions, to approximate the “temporal” 
power of Comte’s utopia. Comte considered trade unionism as the “systematic connection with the socialist 
movement towards internal regeneration.”28  
Surveying national and social life 
From the 1860s to the 1900s the barrister and Positivist sociologist, Frederic Harrison (1831–1923), sought to 
unite, vindicate, and coordinate workers under the banner of Positivism. 29  Harrison was introduced to the 
Positivist view of trade unions and the reconstruction of the city-region while assisting Congreve, his former 
Oxford tutor, with his recent sociological surveys. Whereas sociologists were the urban-regional planners and 
“spiritual power” of modernity, it was trade unionists that were to serve as the political core of “temporal power” 
of Comte’s utopia. For Comte and Harrison, trade unions were the modern equivalent of medieval guilds.30 
Guided by the medieval clergy, guilds provided the “constant sense of each citizen having his place in a complex 
whole.” Harrison praised Comte’s aim to establish a similar Positivist sociability with city-spaces replete with 
“centres of moral and spiritual education.”31  
Yet, during Victorian times trade unions were considered a menace to society. During the 1860s “social war” 
between capital and labour Harrison, at Congreve’s urging for “social action,” set out on national industrial 
surveys. He documented working conditions, hours and wages, education, pastimes, beliefs, and living 
circumstances of trade unionists.32 Publishing his findings in political newspapers and scientific and literary 
journals, Harrison aimed to legitimise, systematise and strengthen the institution of trade unionism.33 In 1867, he 
was appointed to the Royal Commission on Trades Unionism, which questioned the legality of unions, their 
misuse of funds and affiliation to acts of violence.34 Harrison contributed to the Minority Report which redeemed 
trade unions from criminal activities and made them independent and legally binding entities. 35  His 
recommendations, though not without modification, were the basis for trade union law from 1868 to 1906. For 
the next forty years in the very least, trade union leaders, notably George Potter, George Howell, and George 
Shipton, were known to seek out the Positivists’ counsel.36 Like the relationship between the medieval clergy and 
guilds, the Positivists’ positioned themselves as independent intellectuals, and their advice was not always 
implemented.37  
Owing to their support, the London Trades’ Council invited Harrison, Congreve and Beesly to deliver lectures at 
their meetings. Here, Harrison prompted trade unionists to re-orient the focus of the aristocracy away from 
offshore exploits to a civilising mission at home.38 In response to the conservative “New Social Movement” of 
the 1870s, Harrison thereafter published a planning vision entitled “Our Social Programme.”39 He recommended 
devolving England into a network of planned, regional industrial republics. Based on Congreve’s suggestions, 
Harrison’s remedy for national social problems was regional sociological investigations, followed by the national 
municipalisation of industry, the creation of a secular-humanist public education system, and regional cultural 
programmes.40 The municipalisation of factories, post office and rail, road, bridge, harbour, pier, dock, and 
lighthouse were of paramount importance. A unionised workforce would furnish the capital to expedite urban 
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renovations; strike funds would finance mid-rise, mixed-use housing blocks, transport links, neighbourhood 
educational facilities, playgrounds, and civic spaces. 41  Harrison’s social programme promoted regional 
reconstruction and “Home Rule All Around.” He celebrated the Local Government Act of 1888 by producing 
writings that envisioned “Ideal London.”42 The London County Council soon thereafter appointed Harrison to 
design the Kingsway Boulevard, which permitted trade unionists to begin rebuilding the city. This was the first 
major urban intervention in London since Regent Street in 1820.43 The scheme and its budget were an impetus to 
Ebenezer Howard’s garden city vision.44  
Meanwhile, the urban cartography of the Positivist sociologist Charles Booth (1840–1916) proved indispensable 
to various London improvement schemes, including Kingsway Boulevard. Booth’s survey of London – covering 
poverty, industry, and religion – was a momentous extension of the Positivists’ studies of spiritual and temporal 
powers. Under the influence of Congreve, Harrison, Vernon Lushington, and his cousins, Booth converted to 
Positivism. 45 As early as the 1870s, Booth was infatuated with Comte’s scientific system of “benevolent 
intervention,” and he and his cousins, Albert and Henry Crompton, were continually talking with Congreve about 
the Positivist utopia.46 Booth wrote a little-known confession of adherence to the Religion of Humanity as well 
as a “Positivist Prayer,” but more broadly he also published articles in defence of Comte’s ideas in The Colony, 
his family’s home journal.47  
During the calamities of the 1880s, Harrison urged Booth to contribute to the social investigations of the Mansion 
House Committee. Witnessing severe distress, he sought to repay his “debt to humanity.”48 The successful 
steamship company chief became a “scientific sociologist” or Positivist Intellectual. Booth determined to use his 
resources to diagnose and treat the conditions of the “bitter outcast,” the sick, elderly and the idle. His urban-
regional social survey of London drew on the ideas of Comte as well as the empirical methods of the Saint-
Simonian social scientist, Frédéric Le Play, and the industrial surveys of Harrison. From the 1880s to the 1900s, 
Booth and his team compiled regional studies on “urbanisms in embryo” and figures on housing conditions, 
redundancy, and old age, in attempts to form a complete picture of the urban-regional condition.49 Although it is 
little-acknowledged, Booth’s survey findings showed that overcrowding was the “evil,” “the great cause of 
degeneracy,” in London. And there were few means of escape. Overcrowding was the “source for demoralization” 
within the body politic. This “moral weakness” in the urban fabric, wrote Booth, “is the prolific, if not the main 
source of unemployment.”50  
From the 1890s through to the 1900s Booth sought to shape public consensus on a comprehensive programme of 
proposals called “Limited Socialism,” which was a phrase he introduced in the first volumes of his London survey. 
First, Booth proposed the government set out a system of home colonies or new towns to decongest urban areas, 
to provide education and to encourage family life.51 Next, and building on Harrison’s efforts, he promoted “new 
unionism” for unifying skilled and unskilled labour; his Positivist colleagues celebrated this “socialist unionism” 
as a step in the direction of the true industrial “temporal power” of Positivism.52 Similar to the ideas of Comte and 
Le Play, Booth thereafter proposed a system of old age pensions as a social safety net.53 Lastly, his programme 
for Limited Socialism advocated for a new policy of infrastructural urbanism which, he imagined, would be 
managed by a new land development authority and would to attenuate speculative slum-building.54 Effectively, 
Limited Socialism aimed to address the ethics of poor industrial, financial and urban land management.  
Regional and civic visions 
The Scottish polymath Patrick Geddes (1854–1932) developed a regional survey method that addressed the 
severed links between town and country life. While a student of the evolutionary biologist Thomas Huxley, 
Geddes sought out Congreve at the Positivist Society in London.55 He recalled Congreve’s impact on him as a 
“revelation”; under Congreve’s direction Geddes’ early essays discussed the links between biology, community 
and economics.56 Here Geddes suggested that the laws of biology provided the basis for establishing ethical 
regional communities. Collecting biological and social facts about the environment would enable one to index 
“natural wealth” and set out planning forecasts.57 
Along these lines during the 1880s, Geddes led an “almost Positivist” Summer School in Edinburgh. It offered 
the “sociologic teaching” of outdoor education by way of regional surveys.58 Students documented the lives of 
civic and rustic types of people, as outlined in Comte’s and Le Play’s works.59 Following Comte and Congreve, 
Geddes held that Spiritual types, Emotionals and Intellectuals, would hold providence over educational and 
cultural spaces, as mentioned above; meanwhile, temporal types, or Chiefs and People, would maintain 
obligations to business and politics. The Positivists depicted Comte’s civic types of the city as complementary to 
Le Play’s rustic types of the countryside: miners, woodsmen, hunters, shepherds, peasants, farmers, and fishermen. 
These spiritual and temporal types would rule in turn in relation to their respective spaces within the city-region.  
By the 1890s Geddes opened his Outlook Tower in Edinburgh. Here, Geddes exhibited the “sociological facts” 
collected during regional surveys. He called this exhibit an “Encyclopedia Civica,” and it explained the past and 
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present of the people and their region. Its purpose was to inform planning schemes for harmonising individuals, 
institutions and the environment.60 He held that a network of institutes like the Outlook Tower could plan regional 
wholes, foster inclusive public government and initiate imperial devolution. Along these lines Geddes employed 
this sociology before planning approach in response to the dilapidated dens of the Edinburgh Old Town as well 
as the refugee crisis in Cyprus.61 Geddes also used the method and Positivist ideas about a “Church of the 
People”62 for a scheme to transform the Scottish town of Dunfermline into a garden city-state.63 Such projects 
rallied support for the Town Planning Act of 1909.64 
Central to this discussion was Geddes’ idea of a sociological centre for “concrete politics” concerned with creating 
the city-region anew.65 The primary purpose and significance of the Outlook Tower, Geddes reiterated at the 
Royal Institute of British Architects first Town Planning conference, was to operate as an urban intervention, a 
“civic observatory.”66 A global network of such Civic Societies, or “Civicentre(s) for sociologist and citizen,” 
would energise and engage the public. It would exhibit the efforts of Howard as well as international planning 
innovators such as Josef Stübben, Camillo Sitte and Daniel Burnham; organise transnational tours of urban 
redevelopment projects; and praise foreign planning advances in the local press. These centres would lead regional 
surveys, publish investigations on human-ecological alienation and exploitation and, also, implement planning 
programmes— just as Congreve, Harrison, Booth and other Positivist society affiliates had.67 
From the late 1890s Geddes’ partner Victor Branford (1863–1930) disseminated applied sociology for planning 
regional city-states throughout the British empire. He was the initiator of the first intellectual institution in Britain 
with the word “sociology” in its name, the Sociological Society.68 Founded in 1904 the organisation furthered 
sociology as a modern academic discipline in association with the University of London, which was offering the 
first-ever sociology seminars in Britain. The society served as the meeting ground for economists, geographers, 
politicians, philosophers, and writers.69 Here parties of eugenicists, town planners and ethical evolutionaries 
debated the meanings and methods of sociology. Scholars have attributed the immediate origins of the first party 
to the sociological works of Charles Darwin and Francis Galton (eugenicists), the second to Booth and Geddes 
(town planners) and the third to Herbert Spencer and Hobhouse (ethical evolutionaries).70  
Branford and Positivist supporters were the leading advocates of the eutopian “town planning school” of 
sociology.71 From the early 1900s to the 1920s Branford expounded a discipline called “City Design,” which he 
described as an “art of polity-making” that put ultimate emphasis on the unselfish-self as the sociological agent 
for social transformation. It called for something of a religious conversion, where idealists would employ civic 
sociology towards consensus-based place making.72 Such ideas took shape with Branford’s explorations of the 
works of Comte, Ernest Mach and James Ward, which spurred him to consider ways in which to link science, 
faith and citizenship.73 He later presented Geddes’ regional survey method as the link — the “sacred way” – the 
process for self-actualisation and living the “good life” in an ideal city.74 As an ethical entrepreneur, Branford 
employed the regional survey for planning agricultural and industrial schemes in various South American outposts. 
Fixated on creating small states with the character of the Positive Era, his business ventures connected telephone, 
rail, road, waterway hubs, housing, and industries to cultural centres. Synthesising the ideas of Comte, Geddes, 
Thorstein Veblen and William MacDonald,75 Branford suggested that City Design addressed the two competing 
psychologies of formalism and idealism. He controversially claimed that the Sociological Society was the 
omphalos of idealism and applied sociology.  
During the great unrest of the 1910s, Branford encouraged idealists to form a “Religion of Idealism” and to 
promote the consolidation of cooperative-economics schemes to realise garden city projects. He and Geddes 
incorporated these ideas into their post-war reconstruction programme called the “Third Alternative.” Here the 
Bank of England and cooperative societies would finance the total reconstruction of the nation as the “moral 
equivalent of war” in which case moralised “banker-statesmen” could facilitate the “central concept of realisable 
ideals as regional Utopias.”76 Like other Positivists he claimed that the post-war neotechnic era would comprise 
the government of women, where science and industry operate on the basis of the spirit of decentralised self-
reliance and civic responsibility.77  
Inspired by the American activist Charles Ferguson, Branford and Geddes proposed that “university militants,” 
could lead citizen-groups in regional surveys and propose, like Positivists before them, a “Policy of Culture” to 
resolve such problems as housing deficiencies, industrial gridlock, rural decline, and despondency to create a 
regional eutopia.78 Like Comte’s Occidental Republic, they held that each region would also establish its own 
architectural language, currency, festivals, and thus provide an enhanced individual and social life suited to each 
locale.79  The Third Alternative, in fact, offered a schema for the devolution of the British empire into an 
Occidental network of garden city-states. Here a worldwide regional university system, would provide practical 
education to craft guilds, thus making “City Design” initiatives possible. Thus, instead of a “Positivist Society” 
taking the lead, it was now the modern university. Its academics, they imagined, would arbitrate international and 
domestic affairs relating to industry and public life.80 This vision of post-war reconstruction, Branford and Geddes 
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acknowledged, drew on Comte’s “practical treatise,” the System of Positive Polity and its utopia, the Occidental 
Republic.81  
Conclusion 
In promoting the notion of creating self-sufficient, small republics the Positivists offered support for the concept 
of the town and country as a planned regional unit. Through their intellectual and cultural interventions, they 
upheld the notion that the school is the nucleus of community sociability and the means for broader social 
transformation. As such they held that the city-community is defined by its public spaces and civic institutes; and 
by promoting social action and civic duty via different types of sociological surveys for place-making, they 
introduced the notion of design-research as a form of activism in the creation of caring and socially-responsible 
citizens. Thus, seeking an alternative form of regional life, Comte and Congreve’s followers used applied 
sociology to examine nested social problems, from the international level to the locality. Their work, as such, 
stands as an example of planning politics, where citizen-groups acted as an intellectual and practical alternative 
to imperialism and urbicide.  
Tables and Figures 
 
Figure 1: Speculative sketch of Comte’s Occidental Republic, a garden city-state network. Here each circle 
contains the land area he prescribed. Rather than 500 circles as he envisioned, we see here 1000 circles arranged 
in relation to contemporary population densities of more than seventy people per square kilometre. 
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Figure 2: Positivist interventions. Chapel Street Hall, London (upper left); Newton Hall, London (upper right); 
and Church of Humanity, Newcastle (lower left) BLPES-LPS, 5/4; St. Pius X Church, formerly the Liverpool 
Church of Humanity (lower right).  
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